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Dear Denis,
as you know your resume is your first foot in the door.
Remember these four golden rules for each of your achievements:
1) Always speak the truth (I know it's obvious, but many people have the need to write articles
about this).
2) Always have a story to backup your claims. You don't have to bring any proofs, but you need to
be credible.
3) Ensure your references can back you up. Nothing worse then having a reference provide a
totally different story.
4) Never disclose any information that is sensitive, proprietary or classified.
Once you meet all these points, you will be able to stand behind every accomplishments!
FREE Teleseminars coming up in January
NEW! Stay tuned for more details...

Market Update
September shows great signs of recovery around the world. It seems we have seen the worst.

The TSX started the month at 10,700, peaked at just over 11,500 and edged down at around
11,300. This month will be an important month as Q3 results will start coming out and the big
portfolios will probably look to rally and register positive growth, which may bring the index down.
Canada created more jobs, US is still loosing some
Brazil, China and India are showing strong positive growth!
Housing set to rebound in second half of 2009

Hiring Process
We are seeing new and creative ways companies hire...

Bold tactics don't always work...
How to upgrade your skills while unemployed...
A good job blog...
Lessons learned during long time of unemployement

Finding your next job on twitter...
4 easy steps for effective networking
Great insights for people over 50 looking for work...
Unemployement predictions...
New ways to hire people, HR is changing their strategies...
First decrease in 11 months on EI eligibility...

Career Management
90% of job seekers are saying they would consider a career change...

An inspiring story of a young entrepreneur starting his new business in this recession!
From radio host to car mechanic at 52 years old! Wow, it can be done...
Wacky business ideas that generate over 1 million $ in revenues!!! Where passion meets
conviction, success follows!
After a layoff, redefining who we are...
From trader to waiter, taking a step down sometimes is worth it...
Thinking of relocating for a new job?
How to introduce yourself in a networking event...
Networking done right!

Motivational Videos
This month we see great videos on how to make it despite challenges we face...

Life = Risk video... So True...
The swim across the north pole!
We would love to hear from you, if you have any feedback, comments or suggestions, please
forward them to me. I am passionate about helping you move forward in your career and to help
you in your career transition. For these reasons I always thrive to provide meaningful information.
If you know anyone who could benefit from this monthly newsletter, just click on Forward Email
below...
Be Amazing!
Denis Levesque
BigDashan

